
The DDH Fixed Interest Fund invests primarily in 
Australian fixed interest markets. The Fund gives 
investors access to wholesale portfolios managed 
by QIC, a leading fixed interest manager.

OBJECTIVE
The Fund’s objective is (before fees) to exceed the performance of the 
Bloomberg AusBond Composite Bond Index over the medium term by 
actively investing in a diversified, medium risk, portfolio of predominantly 
Australian and international higher yielding (sovereign and corporate) fixed 
interest securities and derivatives, through investment in the Underlying Fund.

STRATEGY
The Underlying Fund actively invests in a diversified, medium risk, portfolio 
of fixed interest securities and derivatives. The Underlying Fund is actively 
managed using a top-down approach in managing interest rate and 
credit risk. Risk is reduced by diversifying across a range of fixed interest 
securities, a spread of maturities and across a wide spread of counterparties. 
Investments are predominately Australian securities, but may include up 
to 25% exposure to international higher yielding (sovereign and corporate) 
fixed interest securities where QIC believes risk exposure would contribute 
to achieving the QIC fund’s performance and risk objectives. By adopting 
this approach QIC aims to achieve returns in excess of the benchmark. QIC 
seeks to add value through a disciplined approach to the selection of the 
investments held by the Underlying Fund.

QIC AS INVESTMENT MANAGER
DDH has appointed QIC Limited ACN 130 539 123 (QIC) as the Fund’s 
wholesale investment manager. As one of Australia’s largest wholesale 
fund managers QIC has extensive experience and capability in institutional 
investing. QIC’s structure and backing is unique amongst institutional 
investment managers while the expertise and conviction of its investment 
teams contribute to produce consistently above-average returns. For 
further information on QIC, please refer to their website: www.qic.com.
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This document is not a recommendation to acquire a particular financial product. The information in this document is of a general nature only. DDH Graham Limited (DDH) has not taken into account the investment 
objectives, financial situation or particular needs of any particular person or entity, when preparing this document. Persons should refer to the Product Disclosure Statement of this product (available from
www.ddhgraham.com.au) and seek professional advice before relying on the information. Information used in this publication has been prepared in good faith by DDH Graham Limited. However neither DDH Graham 
Limited or QIC warrant the accuracy of the information, and to the extent permitted by law, disclaim responsibility for any loss or damage of any nature whatsoever which may be suffered by any person directly or 
indirectly through relying upon it, whether that loss or damage is caused by any fault or negligence of either DDH Graham Limited or QIC or otherwise. Past performance is not indicative of future performance.

AT A GLANCE

APIR Code DDH0006AU

Management costs 0.68% p.a.

Buy Spread +0.05%

Sell Spread -0.12%

Inception date July 2006

Minimum investment $2000 (Lump Sum)
$500 (Regular Savings Plan)

Income distribution Quarterly

FEATURES

Flexibility

Open to both direct investors and indirect
investors, who can invest in the Fund via 
Australian Money Market.

Low to Medium Risk/Return

Relatively stable returns, with a low potential for 
loss of capital.

This may suit investors with a medium term 
investment horizon, seeking a steady and 
reliable income stream.

Suggested Minimum Time Frame 3 Years

MORE INFORMATION
For more information please refer to the 
Product Disclosure Statement available 
from www.ddhgraham.com.au.

Alternatively please phone Fund Services on 1800 226 174 
between 9:00am and 5:00pm (AEST), Monday to Friday, 
or email investments@ddhgraham.com.au.

PERFORMANCE RETURN %1,2,3

Total Growth Dist

3 months -3.18 -3.18 0.00

1 year -0.81 -5.19 4.38

2 years (pa) 2.85 -1.75 4.60

3 years (pa) 3.96 0.19 3.77

5 years (pa) 3.43 -0.35 3.78

Inception (pa) 5.28 -0.15 5.43
1. Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

2. Total Return represents unit price movements and assumes all 
distributions are reinvested; Growth Return represents unit price 
movement only; Distribution Return represents the difference between 
Total Return and Growth Return.

3. All performance figures are net of ongoing fees and expenses.

UNDERLYING FUNDS

Fund profiles for each of the Underlying Fund(s) 
will be attached at the end of each quarter (30 
Sept, 31 Dec, 31 Mar & 30 Jun):

QIC Australian Fixed Interest Fund

INVESTMENT 
MANAGER

ACTUAL ASSET ALLOCATION (%)

Cash 0.90

Australian Fixed Interest 99.10



Benchmark is the Bloomberg AusBond Composite Index. Prior to June 1998 it was the UBS Semi-Government Bond Index.  
Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  
Forecast results are predictions only and may differ materially from results ultimately achieved.  

 

QIC AUSTRALIAN FIXED INTEREST FUND 31 March 2021 
Returns (%)* 

  1 mth 3 mths FYTD 1 yr 3 yrs 5 yrs 7 yrs Since 
inception 

Fund 0.84 -3.06 -1.07 -0.23 4.61 4.10 4.77 6.97 

Benchmark 0.80 -3.22 -2.33 -1.81 3.97 3.46 4.30 6.55 

Active 0.04 0.16 1.26 1.59 0.63 0.64 0.47 0.42 

* Fund returns are net of trust administration fees and all underlying fund expenses but gross of QIC management and any applicable performance fees 
which are charged outside the Fund. Returns greater than one year are annualised. Inception date was 20 June 1994.

• Australian Government bond yields rose sharply, ending the March quarter at 1.79%  
• Australian credit spreads were more volatile than global peers, moving in a 16bps range and ending the quarter 5bps wider 
• The reflation theme remained, with breakeven inflation rates higher across the US, Europe, and Australia 

Performance 
The QIC Australian Fixed Interest Fund (the Fund) returned            
-3.06% for the quarter, outperforming its benchmark by 
+0.16%.  

Key drivers of active performance for the quarter: 

• Opportunistic long inflation strategies were the largest 
active return contributor, supported by a rise in US 
(+30bps) and European (+36bps) 10-year Zero Coupon 
Swap positions  

• Overweight credit exposure was a positive contributor 
with excess yields more than offsetting the move wider in 
credit spreads 

• Active interest rate strategies were also a positive active 
return driver, largely through the Fund’s short US 10-year 
positions. Opportunistic credit also contributed positively, 
driven primarily by a steepening of the European Main 
Index 5-year versus 10-year curve 

Market Review 
Global growth expectations pushed higher through the March 
quarter, fuelled by the optimistic combination of expanding 
COVID-19 vaccinations and aggressive US fiscal stimulus. 
Against this backdrop, Australian Government bonds 
experienced heightened volatility in the March quarter 
culminating in a sharp rise in yields. The yield curve also 
steepened, given the front-end remains anchored by the 
Reserve Bank of Australia’s (RBA) Yield Curve Control (YCC) 
Policy. 10-year domestic yields finished the quarter 82bps 
higher at 1.79%. In response to rising yields in longer-dated 
tenors, the RBA increased purchases throughout the quarter, 
buying nearly A$60bn of Australian Commonwealth 
Government Bonds (ACGB).  

It was a similar story for Government bonds across the 
developed world, with US 10-year yields increasing from 0.91% 
to 1.74% across the quarter, ending the quarter at the highs. 
The US Federal Reserve (Fed) is signalling no rate hikes until at 
least the end of 2023, while other central banks are sending 
similar messages on the timing of any potential future rate 
moves. 10-year yields in Germany went from -0.57% to -0.29%, 
whilst UK 10-years yields increased significantly from 0.20% to 
0.85% as vaccination programs have surpassed expectations. 
Real GDP growth is expected to soar to a mid-single digit pace 
in the US, UK, Canada and even the Eurozone - moves heralded 

by the steady climb of the OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development) leading economic indicators and 
composite purchasing manager indices. 

During January, the reflation thematic had been characterised 
by gradually rising nominal yields, rising BEI expectations and an 
ongoing suppression of real yields. In the latter part of the 
quarter, the narrative shifted to one of a faster-than-expected 
improvement in the domestic growth outlook, as leading 
economic indicators continued to remain buoyant and the 
vaccine rollout gained traction. Even with higher nominal bond 
yields during the quarter, there was a continued performance 
of the reflation theme, with US 10-year breakeven inflation (BEI) 
expectations rising 39bps over the quarter, to finish at their 
peak of 2.37%. Australian BEI expectations also exhibited a 

Active performance attribution for the quarter (bps)*\ 

 
* Dir = Directional; RV = Relative Value 

Risk measures 

  Fund Benchmark 

 Interest rate duration (yrs) 5.64 5.81 

 Credit spread duration (yrs)> 2.79 2.18 

 Yield (%) 1.38 1.14 

 Value at risk (% NAV)>> 3.55 3.62 

 Ex-ante tracking error (%)>> 0.29 - 

 > Credit spread duration: basis point change in NAV for a 0.01% change in credit 
spreads  
 >> Value at Risk (VaR) / tracking error: 1 year horizon, 1 standard deviation 
confidence interval 
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Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.  
Forecast results are predictions only and may differ materially from results ultimately achieved.  

positive correlation with both real and nominal yields, as 10-
year BEIs ended the quarter 32bps higher at 2.09%. 

Semi-Government bond spreads drifted slightly tighter over the 
quarter following an improvement in the economic outlook and 
a reduction in borrowing needs. Western Australian spreads 
remain the tightest of the State issuers, underpinned by strong 
iron ore prices and a relatively limited COVID-19 impact. 
Following A$9.95bn of issuance in January and A$4.5bn in 
February, there was slightly more activity in March, with the 
smaller State Government issuers coming to the market. The 
Tasmanian Public Finance Corporation issued A$500mn of Jan 
2032 bonds, Northern Territory Treasury Corporation issued 
A$650mn of May 2032 bonds via syndication, while Queensland 
Treasury Corporation and Treasury Corporation of Victoria also 
tapped bonds.  

Australian credit markets underperformed global peers in the 
March quarter with spreads marginally more volatile, moving in 
a 16bps range. The FTSE AusBig Corporate Index ended the 
quarter at 98bps over Government yields, 5bps wider quarter 
on quarter. The underperformance was largely driven by the 
disorderly move higher in Australian Government bond yields 
and selling from offshore investors. There was also a notable 
pick up in new issue supply in March, but this was easily 
absorbed by the market despite the increased volatility. 

Outlook and Active Positioning 
Expectations of global yield levels will potentially need to 
increase for the end of 2021. The same can be said for real GDP 
forecasts, given strong March quarter consumer spending, 
positive progress on vaccination supply, and the potential for 
the forthcoming stimulus in the US and back-loaded spending in 
Europe. We expect central banks to retain control of their 
respective bond market levels, but we remain cognisant that 
markets and positive growth outlooks are putting their 
willingness under pressure.  

Australia’s economic momentum continued in the March 
quarter, with strong labour force data (88,700 more jobs and 
the unemployment rate down to 5.8%), an uptick in house 
prices (3.6% quarter-on-quarter) and the first back-to-back 
quarterly GDP gain over 3% in history (3.1% in the fourth 
quarter, following 3.4% in the third quarter). Along with this 
strong data, a further rollout of the vaccine and the significant 
pipeline of monetary and fiscal support all point to a continued 
upward pressure on yields, particularly in the back-end. As such, 
the Fund retains an underweight duration position overall. 

Despite the recent market volatility and rise in yields, we do not 
expect the RBA to begin increasing rates until we see inflation 
sustainably back in its 2-3% band, the unemployment rate move 
into the ‘4s,’ a net lower AUD and a cessation of unconventional 
monetary policy by offshore central banks. On our baseline 
forecasts, that still leaves several years before the risk of an 
imminent rate hike needs to be considered. However, if recent 
economic momentum persists and the vaccine rollouts 
continue successfully, we expect the market will continue to 
challenge the RBA’s policy settings. While we think that short 
domestic 3-year futures offer an asymmetric pay-off, we will 
remain nimble in our positioning given we expect heightened 
volatility in domestic bond markets to persist. 

In line with an improving growth outlook, and relatively low 
starting levels, we expect real yields to continue to trend higher 
in tandem with the rise in nominal yields. Leading inflation 
indicators are suggestive of improving near-term inflationary 
impacts and, in conjunction with a post COVID-19 regime of 

fiscal dominance, we think that the risk remains to the upside 
for domestic BEI expectations.  

We continue to hold a neutral to slightly negative view on the 
Semi-Government sector. Given the significant support 
provided by the RBA and strong demand from offshore 
investors and Authorised Deposit-Taking Institutions (ADIs) for 
HQLA (High Quality Liquid Asset requirements) purposes, we do 
not foresee any obvious catalysts for significant spread 
widening. However, given the current tight levels of spreads, we 
do not believe Semi-Government bonds offer an attractive 
risk/reward profile. 

We continue to remain constructive on credit given our base 
case view is that with spreads likely to remain constrained to a 
fairly narrow range, there is still an opportunity to earn 
attractive returns from excess yield. Credit has proved resilient 
to date in an environment of surging yields and we expect this 
to remain the case. Credit should continue to be supported by 
the accommodative central bank monetary policy, economic 
growth outlook, abundant liquidity, grab for yield and 

Asset composition (%) 
  Fund Benchmark 

Government 24.47 56.46 

Semi-Government 20.94 26.06 

Supranationals 7.83 9.69 

Financials 16.67 3.02 

Other Corporates 18.23 4.28 

Securitised 1.68 0.00 

Other (inc. Derivatives) 0.10 0.00 

Cash & Equivalents 10.07 0.49 

Rating composition (%)* 
  Fund Benchmark 

AAA 40.09 72.37 

AA 19.54 22.18 

A 13.67 2.73 

BBB 16.62 2.15 

Sub-Investment Grade 0.00 0.00 

Not Rated 0.00 0.08 

Cash & Equivalents 10.07 0.49 
*S&P, Moody’s or QIC credit rating. Sub-IG may include credit derivatives. 

Maturity composition (%) 
  Fund Benchmark 

 0-1yr 5.70 7.19 

 1-3yrs 14.44 15.83 

 3-5yrs 13.06 17.75 

 5-7yrs 24.89 18.23 

 7-10yrs 18.08 24.12 

 10+yrs 8.38 12.84 

 Other (e.g. RMBS) 5.37 3.55 

 Cash & Equivalents 10.07 0.49 
 



   
 

 
 

DESCRIPTION: The Fund is actively managed to deliver meaningful returns by actively investing in a diversified, medium risk 
portfolio of predominantly Australian and international higher yielding (sovereign and corporate) fixed interest 
securities and derivatives. 

INVESTMENT OBJECTIVE: As of 1 July 2019, the objective is to outperform the Bloomberg AusBond Composite Index over the medium 
term 

INCEPTION: 20 June 1994 SIZE: A$1,424,629,548 
 

CONTACT US: +61 7 3020 7082 clientservices@qic.com www.qic.com 

This Fund Commentary and the information contained in it (the “Information”) is subject to the ‘Disclaimer’ on our web site: see http://www.qic.com/disclaimer.aspx (as 
amended from time to time) as if any references to ‘website’ (or related terms) in the ‘Disclaimer’ are replaced with references to the Information, and all other necessary 
consequential amendments are made. 
Ratings by Standard & Poor’s are statements of opinion, not statements of fact or recommendations to buy, hold, or sell any securities or make any other investment decisions. 
Standard & Poor's (Australia) Pty. Ltd. holds Australian financial services license number 337565 under the Corporations Act 2001. Standard & Poor’s credit ratings and related 
research are not intended for and must not be distributed to any person in Australia other than a wholesale client (as defined in Chapter 7 of the Corporations Act). 

supportive supply and demand factors. Additionally, higher 
absolute yields should bring increased demand from yield 
buyers and drive pension fund de-risking, resulting in an 
increased rotation into fixed income products. 

Major bank senior unsecured spreads were a notable 
underperformer during the quarter. The sector’s spreads had 
become a standout for their richness following the post-COVID 
rally last year, with 4 to 5-year major bank senior unsecured 
spreads tightening towards +20bps. In conjunction with 
expensive valuations, the sector’s first quarter 
underperformance also reflects the market’s expectation for 
renewed primary issuance later this year as availability of 
funding under the Term Funding Facility ends at 30 June 2021. 
In line with our credit sector views, the Portfolio is overweight 
subordinated major bank financials (+0.09yrs) and is 
underweight major bank senior unsecured bonds (-0.03yrs).  

During the quarter, storms, heavy rain and flooding in New 
South Wales and Queensland were declared a catastrophe 
event by the Insurance Council of Australia (ICA). As at 6 April 
2021, there was nearly 36,000 claims with an estimated loss of 
A$537mn (per the ICA), though this cost is expected to be 
manageable within the insurers’ budgeted perils allowances 
and reinsurance programs. There were also headlines in 
relation to trade credit policies sold to Greensill Capital entities, 
however Australian insurers have confirmed they have either 
no exposure or no net exposure. The Portfolio is actively 
overweight (+0.02yrs) tier 2 debt issuance from Australian 
insurers, which outperformed the market, tightening by 
approximately 25bps on average over the quarter. 

 

mailto:clientservicecentre@qic.com

